EDUCATOR’S GUIDE
ABOUT THIS GUIDE:

Secret Saturdays is a young adult and middle grade novel about:
•
•
•

making tough choices,
maintaining friendships and trust and privacy, and
balancing wanting to do what is right with wanting to be accepted.

While Secret Saturdays is fun reading that does not feel like schoolwork, Secret Saturdays supports all
the major subjects (English, History, Math, Science, and more).
I write integrated/ interdisciplinary curricula for my school (that is a fancy way of saying I design lessons
that ties many courses together). I designed this guide that way. This guide provides fun and stimulating
Multi-Subject Activities and Vocabulary that makes readers stronger in many areas.
Please visit torreymaldonado.com for reviews, an excerpt, and more on Secret Saturdays.

ENGLISH WRITING ACTIVITIES:
1. Justin and Sean record their inner feelings and thoughts on the pages of their
rhymebooks. Personify their books (imagine that their rhymebooks came alive and
now think, feel, and speak).
•
•
•

Write what Justin’s book would say to Justin.
Write what Sean’s book would say to Sean.
Write a rap that you feel is missing in either of their books.

2. Write the conversation that you imagine Sean and Justin have after Justin
realizes that it’s “Time to man up.”

HISTORY ACTIVITIES:
1. Geography: Have students use either print sources or the Internet to get a map of Red Hook,
Brooklyn which also shows Manhattan. Remind students about the Grey House scene. Students should
be able to show where Red Hook is relatively located to Manhattan in terms of cardinal directions (north,
south, west, and south).
2. Culture: Have students define “culture”. Ask students to identify what shapes a culture. Students

then pinpoint what influences the culture of the main characters of Secret Saturdays. Remind students
that all people can improve and ask them to improve the culture of the main characters of Secret
Saturdays by deciding which cultural influences they would remove or add to the characters’
neighborhood and lives.
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